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        Welcome from NCEBC.

    

    
        [image: President] It is with great pleasure and honor to be given the opportunity to serve as President of NCEBC. Considering the long history of honorable and distinguished Presidents before me, it is indeed a privilege to serve the members of the NCEBC organization. I invite you to explore our website. You will learn about the History, programs, and special events, membership opportunities and meet the Board of Directors and National staff.
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            30th Annual Convention.

             Join us in Baltimore April 20-23, 2016, for our annual convention!
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            Blog Talk Radio.

            Join us for our 60-minute program around timely topics, education policy, and grassroots
                strategies that
                will help education community leaders increase their understanding and potential for widespread success
                in a
                globally collaborative education community.

            TUNE IN

        

    


    
        
            Become a Member.

            The National Council on Educating Black Children provides a stakeholder model to improve
                student achievement through advocacy, action plans and programs. We have been successful in carrying out
                our mission due to individual and corporate membership from supporters like you. On behalf of NCEBC,
                thank you for becoming (and maintaining) your active membership.

            BECOME A MEMBER
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                    The U.S. Middle Class Got Addicted to Payday Loans
                


                A few years ago, the microfinance business was in decline, regulators put up barriers, online stores disappeared, and investors fled en masse from the largest companies in the industry. Today, many subprime loan operators are promoting online installment loans with much longer repayment periods, but at the same time with high interest rates. While payday loans are often used by consumers with low incomes, the new form of loan is…
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                    US Education Loans Approaching $1.6 Trillion, Most of Them Unlikely to Be Repaid
                


                The average cost of a 4-year study at an American college in 2020 was $104,480, that is, twice as much as, for example, in 1989 ($52,892). Each year, the cost of education increased by 2.6%, while salaries grew by only 0.3%. However, 6 out of 10 Americans believe that such a high cost is justified: in the United States, higher education earns on average 75% more money in a lifetime…
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